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Book Descriptions:

Dhp Vermont Black Metal Futon Frame Manual

Designed with a classic style, it features rounded tube arms. The Vermont converts easily from sofa
to full size bed with just one push and pull, making it ideal for hosting overnight guests.This futon
frame is made with sturdy metal that is stable and durable and comes with retainer clips that will
ensure the futon mattress wont slide away. The sleek metal finish makes this piece easy to
accessorize and will complement many styles of home decor. Just add on top your favorite full size
futon mattress sold separately and enjoy the versatility of the DHP Vermont!Easily converts from
sofa to full size bed. Sturdy metal construction is stable and durable. Metal slats provide support to
the futon mattress and two retainer clips prevent it from sliding. Accommodates a standard full size
futon mattress, sold separately. Available in multiple colors. Assembles quickly and ships in one easy
to handle box. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use
your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1
of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the
next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.With a
fusion of innovation and design, DHP brings both comfort and value to every living space.Over the
years, we’ve learned a thing or two about manufacturing stylish and practical futons for small space
living. We travel the globe looking for top materials and the hottest trends, without ever sacrificing
comfort. With futons in various shapes and colors, you can be sure that we’ve got one to fit your
lifestyle. Try a DHP futon today.Over the years, we’ve learned a thing or two about manufacturing
stylish and practical futons for small space living. Try a DHP futon today.Buy with confidence!Style
Futon Frame This futon allows you to save floor space during the day and sleep peacefully at
night.http://www.creatgroup.com/userfiles/image/2020/08/breadmaker-b2250-manual.xml

dhp vermont black metal futon frame instructions, dhp vermont black metal futon
frame manual, dhp vermont black metal futon frame manual pdf, dhp vermont black
metal futon frame manual free, dhp vermont black metal futon frame manual
download, dhp vermont black metal futon frame manual instructions.

Its dimensions are the standard futon size, hence allowing you to pick the futon mattress of your
choiceStyle Futon Frame To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we
don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please
try again later. Jessica 5.0 out of 5 stars We needed something quick and inexpensive as we had a lot
of family and friends visiting this summer. So far, great investment. Attached a photo but the
mattress was a separate purchase. You only get the frame.Didnt realize that it had A LOT of PARTS!!
Thought I had bitten off more than I could chew but felt very good when I got it together and it
worked!! BTW Im a 70 yr old womanI attempted to return or replace and was directed to DHP
customer service, which is why Im writing this. I rarely give 1star reviews but their customer service
was awful. It was apparent, despite them being wrong, theyd make it as difficult as possible to not
have to do anything. Which they also refused to replace the item, but instead sent two replacements
parts which were half the parts needed to fix the frame. I had to go back and forth with their
customer service at least 20 times in email. Theyd ask for information, Id send it, then theyd reask
for the previous information I had already sent. It was bad.The instructions were bad, the materials
were bad, the frame itself is bad. Half of the bolts they give you are about as thin as a toothpick and
break almost immediately as soon as you tighten them with any amount of force. I had to go to Home
Depot down the street to get new nuts and bolts, because about 15 out of 20 of them broke
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immediately. Once you open the futon, its nearly impossible to close with only one person. You get
what you are paying for.You can avoid this circumstace by buying extra washers elsewhere and
using a washer on every bolt.http://cephedanismani.com/images/pages/breadboard-user-manual.xml

Its too late for me at this point, and Im living with it. To be fair, you get a lot for the price here. One
thing I really like about this design is how small of a space it can pack down into. Youll understand if
you buy it, the package is deceptively tiny, giving confidence it can be easily moved in a car later on
after its broken back down, if needed.I also bought the mattress specifically designed for this frame,
which is nice looking. However, once the mattress is on, its nearimpossible to fold into a seat again.
Im hoping if I leave it folded for a few days it will work easier, but Im not confident. The instructions
leave alot to be desired as well, as its unclear on most pages whether youre working on the back or
the front of the frame.Directions were easy to follow. Screws, however, would NOT fit the holes for
part of it. Im waiting for replacement parts that hopefully will work.Would recommend spending
extra money and getting something higher qualityIt is very easy to put together.Price of product
explains cheap screws.Not happy that it has deteriorated so quickly. If you want NextDay, we can
save the other items for later. Order by, and we can deliver your NextDay items by. You won’t get
NextDay delivery on this order because your cart contains items that aren’t “NextDay eligible”. In
your cart, save the other items for later in order to get NextDay delivery. Oops! There was a problem
with saving your items for later. You can go to cart and save for later there.Futon mattress not
included. About This Item We aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers,See our
disclaimer Features DHPs Vermont futon frame converts easily from sofa to sleeper. Its classic black
metal finish makes it easy to accessorize and will complement many styles of home decor. Futon
mattress not included. Classic lowseating design with rounded tubed arms. Multifunctional design.
Easily converts from sofa to full size bed.

The addition of a Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection from the date of purchase. Walmart
Protection Plans cover the total cost of repair, or replacement, for products, as well as covering
delivery charges for the exchange. You can view your Walmart Protection Plan after your purchase
in the Walmart Protection Plan Hub. We used this frame for a full sized memory foam mattress not a
futon mattress, and it actually works well as a bed or couch. The assembly was easy and extra
hardware was included. I am really pleased with the purchase and feel it was a great buy for the
price. See more VS Most helpful negative review 1 customers found this helpful Average Rating 2.0
out of 5 stars YOU may as well be sitting on the floor This is my 4th futon and I must say that this is
the first one that I bought that turned out to be designed and made for little people. It is like 10
inches off the floor wherein most couches and futons are closer to 16 inches or so. If you are getting
up in years, it can be a pain literally to get out of. See more VS Most helpful positive review Average
Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars Great buy. Most helpful negative review 1 customers found this helpful
Average Rating 2.0 out of 5 stars YOU may as well be sitting on the floor This is my 4th futon and I
must say that this is the first one that I bought that turned out to be designed and made for little
people. See more This is my 4th futon and I must say that this is the first one that I bought that
turned out to be designed and made for little people. See more Frequent mentions Price 1 Kids 1
Assembly 1 110 of 68 reviews Most relevant Most helpful Newest to oldest Oldest to newest High to
low rating Low to high rating Sort by Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars Great buy. August 26, 2020
Verified purchase We used this frame for a full sized memory foam mattress not a futon mattress,
and it actually works well as a bed or couch. See more Reviewed by Courtney Courtney Helpful.

https://www.becompta.be/emploi/bosch-maxx-800-front-loader-manual

Yes 0 No 0 Report Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars Inexpensive, High Quality Frame October 23,
2017 Verified purchase I have been looking for a futon to place in our guest room and didnt want to
spend a lot of money but didnt want anything cheap either. Metal seems pretty solid and
construction easy enough. Also the little wrench provided with the nuts and bolts was very helpful,
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thanks for that. See more Reviewed by Reyhan Reyhan Written by a hayneedle.com customer.
Helpful Yes 0 No 0 Report Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars Futon January 2, 2017 Verified purchase
Its a good sturdy product. However, the instructions could have been clearer and it takes two people
to convert it to a bed or sofa. See more Reviewed by Renee Renee Written by a hayneedle.com
customer. Helpful Yes 1 No 0 Report Average Rating 3.0 out of 5 stars Affordable and works October
3, 2016 Verified purchase It took me about 23 hours to assemble. Only thing that really disrupted
the process was that one of the pipes were bent so I couldnt but the connector pipe through. We had
to bend the metal ourselves to force the piece in!! Then make sure you have a philips screwdriver.
Otherwise, it works well and is comfortable. See more Reviewed by Leah Leah Written by a
hayneedle.com customer. Helpful Yes 0 No 0 Report Average Rating 3.0 out of 5 stars I would not
buy again December 24, 2017 Verified purchase I bought this as a Christmas gift so it hasnt been
used yet. The reason it got 3 stars is because the package arrived torn up. The frame had some
dents in it. There was a piece that was bent in but my husband was able to pull it out to make it fit.
We had 3 screws that broke off while we were screwing them in. We had to go out and buy more to
finish putting it together. See more Reviewed by Susan Susan Written by a hayneedle.com customer.
Helpful Yes 0 No 0 Report Average Rating 3.0 out of 5 stars I would buy it again.

http://mypizzaoven.com/images/Danfoss-Floor-Heating-Thermostat-Manual.pdf

January 14, 2017 Verified purchase Use as second place to sleep. It is not the most comfort, but it
will do. The frame is strong. I still need a bed. But all in all it is okay. See more Reviewed by Maxine
Maxine Written by a hayneedle.com customer. Helpful Yes 1 No 0 Report Average Rating 2.0 out of
5 stars YOU may as well be sitting on the floor February 25, 2017 Verified purchase This is my 4th
futon and I must say that this is the first one that I bought that turned out to be designed and made
for little people. See more Reviewed by BobS BobS Helpful. Yes 1 No 0 Report Average Rating 2.0
out of 5 stars Futon frame June 30, 2015 Verified purchase DHP needs to inspect their product
before sending the hardware states its all their but we had no instructions and two bolts and nuts
short had to go to the hardware store to find replacements after moving all day so our son would
have a bed See more Reviewed by Lashonda Lashonda Written by a hayneedle.com customer.
Helpful Yes 1 No 0 Report Average Rating 1.0 out of 5 stars Do NOT waste your time or money!! July
27, 2020 If I could put zero stars, I would. This is the absolute worst product ever. We purchased the
futon frame that came with the mattress for my stepson after we had literally just spent the last bit
of our money to move into our new home. After getting it home, we attempted to put it together.
75% of the holes werent even cleaned out so none of the screws would go in. We fought for hours
until we gave up and had to go purchase a battery powered drill to finish putting the stupid thing
together. It was used as a couch for about a week and a half. After that, it was basically useless. The
hinges wouldnt lock, the frame was bent.Dont waste your money on this crap. See more Reviewed by
jw jw Helpful. Ask a question Ask a question If you would like to share feedback with us about
pricing, delivery or other customer service issues, please contact customer service directly.

http://www.liceoantoniotoledo.com/images/Danfoss-Fcd-315-Manual.pdf

Report by jschsc January 2, 2020 Answer this question 2 Answers 1. Hi. No, you have to use the
proper mattress, a futon mattress.You will need to put a futon mattress. Thank you by
DorelCustomerSupport Helpful. Yes 0 No 0 Report 2 Answers 2 Answers Last answer January 10,
2020 I am looking for a futon that can sit close to the wall. How close does this sit. Report by Kat
November 23, 2017 Answer this question 1 Answer 1. Hello! This futon hugs the wall in sitting
position. Thank you! by DHPCustomerSupport Helpful. Yes 0 No 0 Report 1 Answer 1 Answer Last
answer April 25, 2018 Is this to be built at home or does it come already packaged and built. Report
by 323 September 10, 2017 Answer this question 1 Answer 1. This product requires assembly.The
addition of a Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection from the date of purchase. Product
warranty See manufacturer warranty for warranty length. See details Warranty Information 1 Year
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Limited Already purchased your product. A Walmart Protection Plan can be added within 30 days of
purchase. Click here to add a Plan. Related Pages Futon Mattresses Futon Sets Contemporary
Futons Gray Futons Blue Futons Traditional Futons All Futons Futon Frames All Rights Reserved. To
ensure we are able to help you as best we can, please include your reference number Feedback
Thank you for signing up. You will receive an email shortly at Here at Walmart.com, we are
committed to protecting your privacy. Your email address will never be sold or distributed to a third
party for any reason. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Customer Care. Thank you
Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. OK Thank you!
Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. Sorry. We’re
having technical issues, but we’ll be back in a flash. Done. Black Metal Frame Futon Furniture
Compare Prices, Reviews and. Wire Transfer For larger orders we may.Sidekick ID Cellular Phone.

Sidekick ID LCD Replacement.Here is one way to solve this problem. Pharmacy Math Practice
Worksheet Pharmacy Technician Math Dilution Math Identify. They form the base on which the
mattress is placed. The base may be made of wood, metal or metal and wood. There are various
types of mechanisms that make futons into multipurpose, versatile and spacesaving pieces of
furniture. This backrest can be folded down to make a bed.They fold up into a love seat or can be
pulled out to make a bed. The advantage of this frame is that a thicker mattress can be used on
these frames. These three sections can be arranged to form a lounger, recliner, flatbed or a couch. A
thin and malleable mattress is laid over this frame so that it can be folded back properly. The
mattress folds over the back of the frame or over itself to make the seat of the futon. It has a futon
beneath a bunk bed. These are the ultimate spacesaving piece of furniture. The futon may be a
bifold, loveseat or a trifold type. While the size of the bunk bed overhead may be a twin, twin XL, full
or queen size. Usually, it is a twin size as such arrangements are used for children’s rooms. To get
the most of your futon and keep it functional learn how to open and fold it properly. This way you do
not pull wrong parts and end up frustrated. Always pull the futon away from the walls before
attempting to open them. Most of the models can be folded by reversing the steps used to unfold the
futon frame. Now fold is to make a seat and a backrest. As there are two parts or sides it is called a
“bi” or twofold. When pulled out the two sides lie flat next to each other horizontally to make a bed.
When lifted and pushed in the two sides move on a lever mechanism and fold up to make an upright
back and a seat.Stand near the centre and face the futon. Grab the bar or the base or the handles
provides on the seat section of the frame. Raise it to unlatch the two sections and then pull towards
yourself and step back.

Lower the section in your hands till it is flat. Then grab the bar, lift up and push inwards towards the
base of the frame. It should glide to a closed position. If there is a latch, lock it. The three parts fold
up like an accordion. One leg of the Z forms the backrest, the slanting line forms the seat and the
lower line forms the ottoman or the leg rest. Lift the seat of the futon to unlock this hidden deck.
Unfold the mattress that sits like an accordion folded into three to lay on the lower section. When
you lift the seat to pull down the third deck, the legs may swing out automatically. In some models,
you may have to adjust them and the mattress. The backrest may have to be pushed down to make a
flatbed. Some models may have rungs that brace the backrest. Simply raise the back to release these
braces and adjust the recline. You can adjust these three parts of the futon frame to make a seat,
recliner or a bed. Pull up the backrest in the upright position. Adjust the braces and rungs at the
preferred level. Some backrests have a slide and lock mechanism that is engaged using the pull and
push movement. Next, tuck the third deck beneath the main seat and lift the seat so it slides into
place. Now fold the mattress such that its backrest and seat are covered. Tuck the extra bit of the
mattress under the seating. They usually have two pieces of the mattress. When the futon is folded
up into a couch the mattress folds lie one over the other. A loveseat can have a bottom section to use
as a footrest in the reclining position. They can be folded up or hidden if not in use. They can be
pulled out from the hidden niche and the back can be pushed to recline or flatten out. It can be



pulled out to make the bottom half of the futon bed. Simply lift the seat and the third deck unfolds.
Pull out this deck and adjust its legs. Usually, loveseats are fitted with two mattresses. A third
smaller mattress is fitted on the third portion for the legs.

Simply press down the back of the loveseat and it unfolds. Most models fold and unfold by this
pushup and pulldown movement. Simply push the backrest into an upright position where it locks
into place. If there are rungs then adjust them. Remove the small mattress from the footrest. Lift the
seat, fold the third deck into its hiding place. If the futon has adjustable legs then ensure they are
folded into the deck before pushing it under the seat. Wood and metal are affordable, reliable and
durable. The base may be in the form of slats or mesh to support the mattress. There may be handles
welded to the edge of the frame that help open and close the frame. Metal frames are lighter than
wooden ones. But wooden frames too may differ as some may be made of light pinewood while
others may be made of hardwood. Plastic, chrome, steel or wooden legs are used. Various upholstery
styles are used to blend with the materials to make a highly functional product that is aesthetically
pleasing. They ship the furniture in parts with the requisite instructions, hardware and tools. This
bifold futon frame has a wooden backrest and seat. There are wooden slats crisscrossing these
frames. There are woven nylon ribbons stapled at the two ends on the backrest and seat. The two
halves of the back and seat swing out to make a bed. When pulled up and pushed in the two halves
swing upright to make a couch. The futon frame has fixed armrests which double as headboards
when unfolded. The armrest extends into four sturdy legs. There is a clickclack mechanism of
cylinders or pegs that slide in and out of notches to fix the futon in the upright and flat positions.
This queensized bifold futon frame can be used as a bed, couch and a lounger. In the sofa position, it
is 85 inches long, 37 inches wide and 36 inches high. In a bed position, it is 85 inches long, 60
inches wide and 22 inches high. All the hardware and tools required for the assembly are in the box
along with the instructions.

The frame is marked with the dots to match the parts. All you have to do is align them and screw
them together. The frame has movable parts which have a durable mechanics and sturdy
construction that will support 550 pounds of weight. There is a swing out leg on the backrest that
swings out when the futon frame is in the bed position. The elegant espresso polish gives it an
elegant finish. The brand makes futons using Indonesian hardwood. The wood was carefully selected
to bring you excellent longlasting products. It is a mix of modern and traditional design. The Phoenix
is a reliable, longlasting piece of furniture with a base comprising of a sturdy frame. The lower half
of the armrest is a solid plank and while the upper half has a liftup tray on hinges. The tray is
supported by foldin angles. When the tray is dropped the armrest becomes the part of the solid
armrest. The frame of the backrest and seat are made of solid hardwood and fitted with slats. There
are two nylon ribbons running along the two sides in both the halves. These help in assembling the
futon frame. Simply stretch out the ribbon on the floor and then fit in the slats in the frame and
tighten the screws. The same procedure works for both the backrest and seat. Next, construct the
armrests and stretchers. Then open the two flaps or halves and fit the structure into the loosely
erected armrests and tighten the screws. When you tighten the screws the pegs in the frame fit into
the slides on the two sides. Now pick up the backrest to check if it moves smoothly. Your futon frame
with extensible trays is ready. To turn the couch into a bed, pull up the base or seat upwards gently
for the backrest to drop. The Phoenix has a tray extension that can be used to keep your drink and
snacks, phone and laptop. The bed weighs 155 pounds. This simple and rustic frame brings simple,
sturdy and tough functionality into your home. You will need two people and an Allen wrench to put
your Aspen frame together.

Place some paper, corrugated sheets or carpet on the floor before you begin to assemble the futon.
This will prevent the floor from being damaged or scratched. To assemble the backrest and seat
bring these colour coded parts together. Lay the parts with matching coloured dots next to each



other on the floor. The red dots will match with the red dots and the orange with the orange on the
slats. Now loosely screw the parts together. After you have followed these instructions you will see
that your futon frame is coming together like a jigsaw puzzle. All the hardware such as screws, pins,
caps and Allen wrench are provided. After all the parts are laid screw all the parts loosely together
by hand. Then fit the four nylon guides with the given pins. After you have screwed the deck
together fit in the wooden pegs on all 4 corners. Next, tighten all the bolts. Repeat this process you
did with the backrest with the seat. Then screw the two halves using a screw and fit the wooden
pegs. Now fit the aspen arms with the screws and note that the Lshaped and curves grooves are on
the inner side. Insert the wooden dowels into the stretchers and fit them into the inner side of the
armrests. Now fit these wooden pegs into the Lshaped and curved groove on the armrest while
keeping the two halves in an upright position. After the two flaps are fit into the frame to check them
for movement. The futon weighs 70 pounds. This day bed is easy to assemble and perfect for sitting,
sleeping or lounging. The frame and legs are made of metal. The base is powdercoated in black
paint. This large armrest rises on a hinge and lock into place like the backrest. The backrest and
armrests are of the same height. One mattress will fit the seat of the futon. It will fold up and rise
along with the armrests. Pillows are required for the backrest. You can use two pillows or a single
long one. The frame is fitted with long slats overlaid a longitudinal metal bar.

All the tools, instructions and parts arrive at your doorstep in a single large box. It can function as a
twoseater couch. One of the armrests can be lowered to make a lounger or both can be lowered to
make a day bed that can accommodate a 6 feet tall person. In the sofa configuration, the seat is 45
inches long, the back is 36 inches high and armrest is 21 inches off the floor. The seat is 16 inches
off the floor. In the lounger configuration where one of the armrests is lowered. The seat is 62 inches
long, 32 inches deep. In the bed configuration, the sleeping surface is 76 inches long and 31 inches
deep. The store provides exceptional quality products and prompt customer service. Their futon
frames undergo extensive testing for fitment, strength and durability. They are built from hardwood
and constructed to last. You can adjust the futon frame through 4 sitting positions, 8 lounging
positions and one flat position as a bed. The backrest tilts back to offer a perfect degree of comfort.
The futon frame is built from hardwood sourced from sustainable forest. The fine grain hardwood
used to build the futon will last you decades. It is constructed expertly and coated with a clear coat
that accentuates the grain while protecting its beauty. The clear coat of polish also protects it from
spills and stains. The futon has flushed end caps that eliminate the potential hazard protruding ends
may present. The piece is easy to transport and perfect for your recreation room, man cave,
bedroom, living room, guest room or vacation home. You can even take it glamping and RVing. You
can enjoy sleeping, lounging, reclining and sitting on this frame. As a lounger, it is 57 inches long,
56 inches wide and 32.75 inches high at the backrest. As a couch, it is 36.75 inches long, 56 inches
wide and 32.75 inches high. The frame is 66 pounds and carries a weight of 250 pounds. The futon
frame carries a 5year warranty.

They are importers and manufacturers of highquality readytoassemble furniture. Nadine is a perfect
solution for busy professionals who need a small space or minimalistic solution for their homes and
offices. The backrest and seat are hinged to each other. They move along a lever mechanism that
helps open and close the futon frame. The movable backrest and base are fitted onto a sturdy
rectangular base made of metal. The fixed armrests function as headboards when the futon is fully
open in a bed position. The frame of the backrest and the seat are slatted with metal wires that
support the mattress. The Frame is built such that it can if a single mattress lengthwise. Or it can be
fitted with two halves of a mattress that would come to lie next to each other when unfolded. It can
accommodate 6 and 8inch mattresses. The seat is fitted with retention brackets that prevent the
mattress from slipping. It is a sturdy metal frame that will last you for decades. The futon converts
from a couch to a sleeper in seconds. The frame has a standard bifold configuration and functions.
The frame has a low centre of gravity thus very stable. It is easy to maintain, simply wipe down with



a dusting cloth. This is an ideal piece of furniture for dormitories, studio apartments, home offices,
etc. It can be assembled easily using the tools in the box. It is supported by a oneyear warranty.
They are specialist of designer beds, bar and counter stools, daybeds, casual dining, etc. This
handsome frame has a contemporary feel and clean graceful lines. The futon has a backrest and seat
mounted on a sliding lever that swings the futon into a seat and bed position. This bifold movable
pallet is fitted onto two armrests that function as headboards. The seat half of the futon has
retaining bars or handles. There is a footrest at the centrefront of the frame. The futon frame arrives
in a box and can be screwed together using the instruction manual and hardware.

The hardware consists of screws, Allen key, etc. The elegant lines bring sophistication to your
minimalistic living space. This spacesaving piece is sturdy and versatile. The tough bifold steel frame
and reliable construction will serve you for years. The brackets welded to the front of the seat hold
the mattress in place. Besides they help pull and push the futon into the bed or couch. The futon is
59.4 pounds in weight with a carrying capacity of 250 pounds. It is easy to assemble using the
accompanying tools and hardware. The frame is supported by a 1year warranty. They make
highquality furniture using local resources made by local artisans. The entire bifold pallet is fitted on
to a steel frame screwed into the solid wood armrests. There are handholds at the front of the seat
that not only prevents the mattress from slipping off. They also help fold and unfold the futon into
the couch and bed positions. The backrest and base have a steel grid that supports the weight of the
mattress. You can use a single mattress or two halves that will come to lie parallel to each other in
the bed position. The armrests mimic the rustic lodge poles. They are a smart addition to your
vacation home or property of you like rustic themes and wooden furniture. This bifold frame can be
turned into a couch and a fullsized bed. The arms are constructed using northern white cedar logs
that will bring longlasting beauty to your home. The high strength to weight ratio of the cedar wood
makes it exceptionally durable. In the sleeping position it is 84 inches long, 54 inches wide and 32
inches off the floor. The frame is supported by a 5year warranty. They bring you Vermont, a metal
futon frame that is trendy, affordable and easy to use. The versatile futon converts from a sofa to a
fullsized sleeper in minutes. The frame is shipped in a box and is easy to assemble. The frame has an
easy construction of metal slats to support a single or split mattress.
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